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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Ninth Day: Friday, November 10, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 81-20-14-9—25%W, 53%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)BRINGYOUROWNBOTTLE: Tardy start hurt at KEE; useful dirt form   
(#5)LONELY PETUNIA: Logical spot for first crack at winners—consistent 
(#7)HAIL SPRING: Nice turn of foot in Indiana debut score; steps up today 
(#4)LA FEMME ROYALE: She will set the pace; tackles winners on the rise 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-7-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)KARLA WITH A K: Bay is the speed of the speed; well-drawn outside  
(#4)DELUSIONAL K K: Back off near 2-month layoff; consistent, likes CD 
(#1A POE)NORTHERN CONNECT: Diodoro off the claim; vulnerable fresh?  
(#7)LA MAJESTIQUE: Aired for $7,500 at KEE; consistently inconsistent 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-1A(Part of Entry)-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)INDIAN GEM: Could be all-alone on easy lead; first 2-turns, blinks “on”   
(#8)CLEVER SERVE: Tough beat on slight class hike last time; at best 8.5F 
(#5)JEMROSE: Has improved off the shelf; fits on the $30,000 class level 
(#3)ONE DOLLAR: Woke up on the drop down to $30K; “bullet” in holster 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-5-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)GIRLS KNOW BEST: 5-time winner in a snug spot; barn en fuego at tilt   
(#3)NINETEENTH STREET: Marked class drop significant; owns local win 
(#7)JERSEY HEIST: First start for a tag for sharp outfit; second off layoff 
(#1)MIA BELLA ROSSA: Drops into “3 lifetime” company—no Sister Kan  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-7-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)UNMOORED: Gets the stalking strip saving ground; Bo “Rail” in boot 
(#5)IRRITATOR: Need-the-lead type has company early; first-time turf 
(#7)SARATOGA SYNDICATE: Dirt-to-turf angle appeals; 3rd start off shelf 
(#2)K WAVE: Moved forward with blinkers; has hints of green in pedigree 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-7-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)FORGE AHEAD FRANKI: Plummets in class for Baker; 6.5F suits   
(#10)DR. CALAHAN: 8YO has never missed the exacta at CD; fires fresh 
(#8)CHA MONO: Double-dip drop on the money; 3rd start off shelf, likes CD 
(#4)RENN LAKE: Won last start for a tag versus open company; 10-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-8-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#9)PRINCIPE GUILHERME: Dam was a G1 winner; barn lethal with 2YOs 
(#8)DEMOLITION: Good first effort despite slow start, wide trip; gets Lasix 
(#7)NOTTOWAY: Improving, seven panels in wheelhouse; needs clean trip 
(#4)JONATHAN MCD: Fifth of 12 on debut at 72-1; plenty of upside, gelded 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-7-4 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)BOXING GLOVE: Big try on the rise in two-turn debut; saves ground   
(#5)GRANDPA KNOWS BEST: Tries 2-turns, winners; exits “live” heat 
(#2)MAKE NOISE: Tries 2-turns with hood on for Van Berg; pace factor 
(#7)TRES EQUIS: Camped out wide in Lexington, wide trip again today 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-2-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#9)MISS GOSSIP(IRE): Returns to allowance ranks & fires fresh—overlay   
(#10)CELESTIAL INSIGHT: Placed in last 3 on this level; 10-hole a concern 
(#3)BROWSE: Big turn of foot in last; steps up to “three other than” level 
(#6)MO KNOWS: Useful second in last local turf start; zero-for-4 in 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-10-3-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)JUSTANOTHERBIRD: Improved in each start off the shelf; likes 8.5F   
(#3)DIAMOND DELIGHT: 3-pronged drop for Cox; stopped badly last time 
(#6)LEVANTO(ARG): Moved forward without blinkers; needs clean break 
(#4)BORDER FORCE: Drops in for a dime; has more early lick with Court? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-6-4 
 
 
 


